
Everything you’ll learn in fbMommy can:

A. Increase your fan count

B. Improve your edge rank

C. Build a list of loyal followers

D. All of the above

Section 1: Giveaways

There are two types of giveaways; the first is _______________ and the 

second is a _______________ giveaway. 

1. Individual Giveaways

✓ These giveaways are meant to build __________ with your fans. 

✓ You can do these giveaways daily/weekly/or monthly 

✓ I suggestion planning only _____ in a month and then increase 

how often you have a giveaway campaign as you build a stronger 

Facebook system. 

2. Multivendor Giveaways

✓ With a multivendor giveaway you team up with ________________.

✓ After deciding on a prize, all of the vendors split the cost of it. 

✓ As the host of this giveaway, you’ll post to your __________ about 

your Facebook contest.
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Things to post on the Giveaway Announcement Blog post:

1. The giveaway rules

2. Describe/link to the prizes

3. Add in the like buttons for all of the sponsors for your giveaway. 

You can do this using this tool: http://developers.Facebook.com/

docs/reference/plugins/like/

4. Below all the of like buttons is your entry form. The form should ask 

for these 5 bits of information:

✓ ________________

✓ ________________

✓ ________________ (to verify they’ve followed/friended u)

✓ Have you liked all of the sponsors pages? (with a yes and no 

button option)

✓ You have read the “________________” and agree to the “terms 

and conditions” of this giveaway (w/a yes and no button option).
NOTE: You can see a swipe file of the official rules in the second Facebook 

Underground download titled “Campaign Checklists & Swipes”

★ To create this form you can use _______________ or 

_______________. 

5. Don’t forget the Facebook ________________. Here is an example:
Please note: This promotion is in NO way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or 

associated with, Facebook. The information is being collected by bloggers (for giveaway 

only) and not by Facebook. This giveaway is sponsored by the bloggers sponsoring the 
giveaway.
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Why would you do a multivendor contest?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Exercise 1:

NOTES/IDEAS For A Giveaway You Could Run This Month:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

What other Facebook Pages could you invite to sponsor your giveaway?

Page Name Fan Count
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SIDE NOTE: I didn’t discuss this in the audio, but it doesn’t NOT have to 
be a cash prize. Multi-vendors can all submit individual prizes that they 
want to give. I’ve donated ebooks, full dvd courses, and memberships to 
giveaways.... So you could have a group of marketers all donating a copy 
of their products for the giveaway.



What is a good date to implement this campaign?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Picking Prizes - Makes sure it’s something your 
fans will WANT to get the most participation.

Section 2: Auctions

1. ________________ Auction

There are 3 steps to this type of auction:

‣ Step 1: Post to your Facebook wall that you’ll have a speed auction 

on your products if you get X amount of likes. (you decide the 

number of likes you want). 

Note: if this is your firs time doing this you’ll probably have to 

comment below your post with how a speed auction works.

‣ Step 2: Once you have reached the number of likes you wanted, 

post at the bottom of your original comment that you are starting 

your speed auction now - signaling everyone to head over to your FB 

wall. 
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‣ Step 3: Then start posting pictures one at a time. 

In the description for the picture you’re going to list 5 things:

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

‣ To bid, your participants type in the bid amount. The winner must 

post their ____________________ in the comments (or email it to you)

NOTES: Tools you’ll need for this campaign are:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

✓ With these types of auctions you normally only do __________ 

products at a time. 

✓ Random speed auctions keep subscribers engaged in your news 

feed. 

2. ________________ Auction (aka Multivendor Auction)

✓ This is a way to build ______________ with other pages in your niche. 

‣ You open your wall (and fans) up for any _______________ to post 

what they are selling to your wall. 

‣ The bonus for doing an open wall auction is that the participating 

pages that are posting items for sale on your wall are also sending 

you new _______________ because their fans see them posting on 

your wall. 
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Picture Contests
Examples include: Best plank, Cutest baby, and weirdest place to post our 

logo, etc.

List ideas for Picture Contests you can hold on your page:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

NOTE: you can not select winners based on the amount of ______________ 

they get. This is now against Facebook terms. So you will have to 

randomly select any picture from the album. 

Here are some things you’ll want to suggest to your participants when they 

submit for a picture contest:

✓ __________ them-self in their photo. (this will post your album to their 

wall - bringing your page more traffic and interaction).

✓ __________ their photo or their favorite photo so their friends can 

come vote too! (To share, just click on the SHARE button on the 

bottom of the photo you are viewing.)

✓ The only way to like a picture of your page - viewers have to be a fan 

of your page

✓ "LIKE" as many photos as they want.

✓ Old contests chose winners based on the most "LIKES". However, 

this is against Facebook Terms Of Service. You will have to randomly 

select a winner from anyone that submitted a photo.

✓ Picture Contest Prizes can be _______________, free dvd from one of 

your courses, Facebook credits, etc.
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✓ Don’t forget that you don’t always have to provide the prize.. go to 

other websites, affiliate programs, etc in your niche and ask for them 

to donate a prize. 

TOOL: Random.org will allow you 
to pick random winners for your contests

Scavenger Hunts
1. Around your website, blog, or Facebook page

‣ Step 1: For this type of scavenger hunt you’re going to 

__________ bits of information about yourself or your product on 

pages of your site and/or Facebook page.

‣ Step 2: Then you announce that you’re having a scavenger hunt 

with all the details. At this point you should include:

a. The amount of time to complete the scavenger hunt. 

b. Have them to agree to the terms that you posted (by 

commenting  “agree”) 

c. the details - like what they need to do to complete the 

scavenger hunt, how do they win, and where do they submit 

their answers. 
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NOTE: good “details for a scavenger hunt look like this:
1. What you have to do: Answer the following 5 questions about me. (answers can be found on my blog - in 

the most recent 3 posts and on Facebook - however you’re welcome to search google if that helps). 
2. How long do you have to complete it: You have 30 minutes to complete the challenge. If you submit all 

answers correctly you’ll get an extra entry
3. Where do you submit it: email your answers to XXXXXXX@youremail.com  with the title “scavenger hunt 

entry”
4. What you can win: complete series of SEO & Traffic Training a $197 Value

You must agree to the terms of this contest by commenting agree below. Only one winner will be chosen, if the winner 
does not respond to the announcement email within 24 hours they forfeit their prize. No backup winner will be 
selected. 
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Ideas for your scavenger hunts:

1. _______________ (they find hidden letters then unscramble them to find 

a “code word” and comment on your post with the correct answer) first 

one to answer gets the prize.

2. _______________ a series of questions about you and submitting the 

answer for an entry - submitting answers to all of the questions (correctly) 

gets them an extra entry.

3. Finding _______________ images and announcing where they found 

them etc. 

4. You list a set of _______________ that you’d find around the house or 

office. They collect them - take a picture, then post them to your Facebook 

wall to enter to win

Scavenger hunts are fun - it gets your fans interacting!

2. Multi-page Scavenger Hunt

Participants have to follow through a series of 3-5 vendors that post 

up gift card codes. 

Here’s how it works:

‣ The ___________ send the host money to put towards the prize 

(normally a gift card to amazon or similar website)

‣ The host divides the code into equal parts across the amount of 

vendors participating in the scavenger hunt. 

‣ The host and all vendors ___________ the scavenger hunt 

throughout the day and when it will start. You can also post this to 

your blog to create more buzz and get more particIpants. 

‣ At the time you announced you tell all of your fans that when you 

get X amount of likes on your comment then you’ll start the 

scavenger hunt. 
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‣ At this time you should also tell them to login to amazon (or where 

ever you have the gift card code to), so they can enter it as they 

get pieces of the code and be the fastest to submit in order to 

win. 

‣ When you’ve received the likes you need, post the first portion of 

the ___________. Then tell all of the fans (in that same post) the 

next page to head to for the second part of the code. 

‣ The Page 2 posts - as soon as I have x amount of likes I’ll post 

the second portion of the code. (everyone likes the comment)

‣ Page 2 ___________ part 2 of the code and sends them over to 

fan page 3. 

‣ This continues through the sponsors until all portions of the code 

have been sent out. For the last portion of the code, you give 

them the code then announce the end of the scavenger hunt. In 

this post you also thank everyone for participating and tell them 

when you’re having the next. Also ask who won! ...though they 

normally brag about it anyways :)
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Bingo
‣ Step 1: Announce to your email list, post to your blog, or just post in 

Facebook that you’re going to be playing bingo a X time today. (This 

starts to build your buzz). 

‣ Step 2: Post the rules on your blog or in a note on your Facebook 

page (so everyone know how to play). 

‣ Step 3: Getting Started Post. 

After 7 minutes have passed and you closed the sign up comment. 

You now post this:

‣ Step 4: Continue to post numbers until someone posts Bingo! Then 

go check to make sure they have the correct numbers. 
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I will post numbers in the comments of this post, please do not post 
unless  you have a Bingo. REFRESH this post constantly to see new 
number postings. When all of your numbers have been posted, 
comments with “BINGO!” 

Random.org. chooses the numbers. Good Luck! Again, don’t forget 
to REFRESH fb to see NEW numbers. 

Rules: 
1.Pick and Post your 5 numbers (#’s between 1-50). 
2.You MUST list your numbers under this post. 
3.You have 7 minutes after which we will CLOSE the session and 
begin our game 

REMEMBER TO PICK #’S BETWEEN 1-50………….GO!



‣ Step 5: Once you found a winner, post it to your FB wall. 

When Posting the Winner Include:

1. Congrats [name of participant] 4 25 8 11 2 

2. She won a [name the prize]. 

3. [List how to claim your prize. phone, email, mailing address etc]. 

4. [Deadline to respond or they loose prize]

NOTE: Swipes for bingo are in the “checklist and swipes” 

document. See Facebook Underground for that download link.

All of the contest/games/giveaways that we’ve covered:

A. Can increase your edge rank

B. Can bring in more fans

C. Are easy to implement

D. Can get big results
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Here’s a sample Winner Post:

privacy 
protected



Word Scramble
Examples from CVS using this method:

Tool you need: Banner Generator for Facebook. I’d search google for one 

that works well for you. Here is one I found: http://apps.Facebook.com/

bannermaker/

Step 1: Post __________ to Facebook

Step 2: Tell your fans to __________ on your status

Step 3: Winning a prize is optional - they can win a prize for being the first 

to respond, a prize for everyone that responds, they can comment for a 

free download, etc. 
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Word Scrambles can...  

A. increase your edge rank

B. giveaway new content to your followers to build loyalty

C. to host a full contest for increasing your fan count. 

D. All are possible

Types of Prizes
✓ Must be related to your ___________

✓ __________ 

✓ Discounts/Coupons

✓ Your __________ 

✓ Donated/sponsored prizes from related businesses

Responsibility for the Host
✓ you job is to send out __________ _________________ to their fans 

about giveaway 

✓ In each post you will ___________ a few of the vendors that 

participate by tagging them. 

✓ You can send Facebook ads to your giveaway to drive more traffic. 

Responsibility of the Sponsor
✓ Share the giveaway with your __________  at least once during the 

giveaway

✓ If you’re really motivated sponsor you will post more often, possibly 

__________  your subscribers etc.  

✓ Focus on building the relationship - not just getting more fans
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Responsibility of the Participant
✓ MUST Like the fan pages of all the sponsors

Send any questions to sitefling@gmail.com & don’t forget to check out the 

“Checklists & Swipes” document to put these campaigns in place. 

BONUS RESOURCE: 

Social media can become a daunting task and you’ll get overwhelmed 

trying to remember when you’re dong everything if you don’t have a 

system for organizing it all. So, we’ve crated an editorial calendar for 2011 

that you can download and use to plan your campaigns, blog content, and 

anything else you have going on. Just click here to download our editorial 

calendar
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Like This Training? Then You’ll Love Our Others! 
Check Them Out... 

Build A Working Internet 
Business in 28 Days

Master A New Marketing 
Strategy Every Month 
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